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bale Make up into bales.
The straw is left on the field to be baled later.

burden A load, typically a heavy one.
The tax burden on low wage earners.

cargo Goods carried by a large vehicle.
Transportation of bulk cargo.

cent A fractional monetary unit of several countries.
She saved every cent possible.

centimeter A metric unit of length equal to one hundredth of a meter.

consider Show consideration for take into account.
All three patients were considered to be in a critical condition.

considerable Notably large in size, amount, or extent.
Snow was a limited but still considerable novelist.

encumber
Restrict or impede (someone or something) in such a way that free action or
movement is difficult.
She was encumbered by her heavy skirts.

gage
A valued object deposited as a guarantee of good faith.
A guide sent to them by the headman of this place gaged his life as a forfeit
if he failed.

gasp Strain to obtain air by gasping.
Jeremy gasped out an apology.

gram A metric unit of mass equal to one thousandth of a kilogram.

grandmother The mother of one’s father or mother.
My grandmother is ill.

heavy Large and powerful especially designed for heavy loads or rough work.
Steering that is heavy when parking.
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inch As a unit of map scale so many inches representing one mile on the ground.
Spain s conservatives are inching ahead.

keystone A central stone at the summit of an arch, locking the whole together.
Cooperation remains the keystone of the government s security policy.

liter
A metric unit of capacity, formerly defined as the volume of one kilogram of
pure water under standard conditions; now equal to 1,000 cubic
centimeters (or approximately 1.75 pints.

load Fill or place a load on.
The streams deposited their loads leaving thin sheets of gravel or sand.

meter Stamp with a meter indicating the postage.
Meter the flow of water.

metric The metric system.
All measurements are given in metric form.

onus Something that is one’s duty or responsibility.
The onus is on you to show that you have suffered loss.

ounce A very small amount of something.
Melt three ounces of butter in a large frying pan.

palpitate Cause to throb or beat rapidly.
His heart palpitated.

pant Utter while panting as if out of breath.
The opening song makes you pant for more.

penny (in biblical use) a denarius.
We didn t get paid a penny.

ponderable
Capable of being thought about.
Something ponderable from the outer world something of which we can
say that its weight is so and so.

pound Place or shut up in a pound.
The locks pound the water of the canal.

ream Enlarge with a reamer.
Ream a hole.

sterling
British money especially the pound sterling as the basic monetary unit of
the UK.
Prices in sterling are shown.

ton
A unit of weight or volume of sea cargo equal to a metric ton 1 000 kg or 40
cu ft.
He scored 102 not out his third ton of the tour.
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weight
Sports equipment used in calisthenic exercises and weightlifting it is not
attached to anything and is raised and lowered by use of the hands and
arms.
Weights and measures.
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